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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. The appeals of the patent proprietor as well as of both opponents lie against the interlocutory decision of the opposition division maintaining European patent No. 2 467 302 in amended form.

II. The appeals of the two opponents were directed to the revocation of the patent, whereas the patent proprietor's appeal was originally directed to maintaining the patent in an amended form other than the version held by the opposition division to meet the requirements of the EPC.

III. The patent proprietor, while withdrawing its appeal and requesting a partial reimbursement of the appeal fee, requested with letter dated 8 November 2018 "the revocation of the above identified patent".

Reasons for the Decision

1. The patent proprietor, by withdrawing its appeal and requesting revocation of the patent in suit disapproves the text in which it was granted, and the text in which it was maintained by the opposition division, as well as the text of all the requests filed during the appeal proceedings, without filing any other amended text on which further prosecution of the appeal could be based.

2. The text of the patent is at the disposition of the patent proprietor, a patent cannot be maintained against the patent proprietor's will (Article 113(2) EPC).
The absence of any agreed text of the patent precludes
any examination as to the whether the grounds for
opposition laid down in Article 100 EPC and pursued by
the opponents prejudiced the maintenance of the opposed
patent.

Consequently, all parties to the appeal proceedings,
i.e. the patent proprietor as well as the opponents, in
unison aim at obtaining the revocation of the patent
and there exists no longer any version of a text
submitted and/or approved by the patent proprietor in
which the patent can be maintained (see e.g. T 186/84,
0J EPO 1986, 79; T 1244/08; T 483/10; T 1111/10;
T 2405/12; see also Case Law of the Boards of Appeal,
8th edition 2016, IV.C.5.2)

3. The patent can therefore only be revoked.

4. This decision is taken without oral proceedings because
the patent proprietor's auxiliary request for oral
proceedings to discuss the maintenance of the opposed
patent as well as the opponents' auxiliary requests for
oral proceedings have become obsolete.
Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

1. The decision under appeal is set aside.
2. The patent is revoked.
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